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Introduction:
=--=In order to have wide deployment of inte rac t:i.ve graphics
facilit ies, it is necessary to have them remote fro,,; the large
central computer to which they may be attached.
With t he present
organisat ion of operating systems , the continua l interruption of
the work of the central processing system by the interaction of
users of a CRT display is very expensive.
For this reason, our
group wi shed to investigate the utility of remotely sited graphics,
in which the graphic terminal is connected to t he central computer
by telephone lines.
Moreover for our applications , the use of a
large central machine under quasi-batch conditions is perfectly
adequate.
For this purpose the PDP-9 at the Institute of Computer
Science , London is being connected on- line to an IBM 360/75 at the
Rutherford High Energy Laboratory in Berkshire (some 6o mile f, away )
and to the Pniversi ty of London Atlas Computer in the same premi ses
as the Institute.
A variety of interesting problems have been met
during the development of the system; this paper is concerned
mainly with software topics, and has particular reference to the
PDP to 36o linko
The research project at the Institute is known as INDRA (Institut~ Display and Remote Access project), and is supportQd by the
Science _Research Council.
The aim o f the proje ct , broadly speaking,
is to set up an interactive system for computer-aided design in which
the heavy computation should be performed in a. large, remote computer
under the control of the local termi nalo
Manipulation of source
data is to be carried out interactively at the t erminal, using a
CRT display , and the accepted source data is to ~e sent to the large
machine where it will be processed.
Resu lts of tne run are then
to be sent on demand to the terminal, afte r which the whole pr~cess
can be repeated until a satisfactory design is obtained~

The RH.EL 360/75 operates in tho usual batch processi ng mode
of OS/36o, and it was not possible, nor indeed desirable, to modify
the opera ting system to take account of the PDP-9u
At the same
time, the condition s of the research project required that if
possibl e the operations of the 360 on I NDRA programs should be
controlled from the PDP-9.
As a corollary of this, the PDP-9
should have compl ete control of its own operation, that is, it
should not be in any way governed by the 3600
This is in marked
contrast to the situation which coltllllonly persists where small
satellite computers from part of a data processing s ystem.
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As far as the Atlas is concerned, a similar argument appl ies .
The INDRA group wishes to use the Atlas as a per ipheral to the
PDP-9, _especially as a convenient source of a card reader (for
original source data) or a line printer or Calcomp plotter (for
final results), but again it is not possible to modify the normal
supervisor control of the Atlas.
In §2 we discuss the overall system operation, wi th emphasis
on a parti cular application program; the configuration is described
in §3.
In §4 the 36o software is discussed , and in §5 we comment
on the problems of simulating various pieces of IBM equipment.
The PDPg software for our earlier slow link is discussed in §6,
and the later, improved fast link versions in §7.
We ou t line
developement techniques in §8, and touch briefly on our displa y
software in §9.
Finally our conclusions are presented in §10.
2.

Overall System Operation

A typical sequence of steps in performing a design is as
follows , it being assumed that in the 360 there is a permanentlyresident program for handling telecommunication, and that the
programs for design calculations can be loaded on demand into the
batch queue:

i)
The source data for the run is typically provided as
a deck of punched cards.
In the context o! the INDRA project,
one form of this data defines the geometry of an electron gun.
The first step is to transfer this data to DECtape , using the
ATIAS link, the DECtape file being organised according to the
usual conventions of the DEC Advanced Software System (hereafter
called DECASS for short).
ii)
A display file is made in the PDP-9 so that the source
data can be examined and if necessary amended on the display.
Much of the software for this exists, and is considered briefly
in §8.
iii)
The display file of an acceptable geometry is decompiled
so that . a correspondingly amended source file may be produced.
iv)
The data is converted into a form suitable for transmission.
Essentially this process involves the i ncorporation
of the structure cf the data into the data itself, and the
recording of the result as an undifferen tiated str i ng of
syllables on the drum.
Any code conver sion required (e.g.
from ASCII to EBCDIC) is done at the same time.
v)
Contact is established between the PDP·-9 AND the 360
by a short sequence of messages, terminating in a command to
the 360 to receive the file and place it in an assigned data
set.
Afte r this, the file is sent, and its safe arrival
acknowledged.

- 3 ·vi)
A com.'lland is sent to the 36o to initialise normal batch
processing of the data supplied, the results of the run being
deposited in an assigned data set as a similar byte string to
that described in (iv)o
vii)
The 360 may be interrogated to determine the progress
of computation, and when results are available a connnand is
sent to have these transmitted to the PDP-9
On receipt, the
byte string is stored on the drum, after checking for accuracy
o:f transmissiono
0

Note that transmission either way takes place in blocks
of up to 500 8-bit bytes, corresponding to the capacity
of a drum sector , two byte s being packed into each word.
viii)
'l'he received byte string is next restructered into a
set of DECASS files, containing typicall y the sets of coordil~:itE'1 s
for equipotentials and trajectories in the electron gun, in
the form of arrays of positive binary integers 0
The restructuring process is controlled by data held in determinate
positions in the received string ~
ix)
Display files are created as in (ii), so that th8 r esults
may be exami ned on the display.
I f the design is not satisfactory, new parameters can be eatablished ~ e.g. as in ( iii),
and the whole process repea t ed ..
x)
When satisfactory results have been obtained, the files
are transmitted to Atlas whe r e they rnay be printed out as
tables on a line printer or processed further into a form
suitable for driving a Calcomp p lot ter o
At the time of writ ing• considerable p:i~ogress has be l3n made in
all areas p although the system is no ~ yet fully a utoma ti c o
File

processing and tr~msmission has been. in opera titm for some time
using an earlier and more primiti ve set of software (see §6 ); the
improved set of software is nearing comple ti on.
Some of the steps in the s equence lis ted above can succeed
each other automatically (e.g. ( iv) and (v), (vii) and (viii))o
Others contain an element of choice (e.g. iteration of (ii) and
(iii)) and must therefore be under the control of the PDP-9 operator.
A simple executive program has bean developed, operating nnder the
resident monitor which will allow the opexator to eontrol the
whole system with a minimum of typing~

3.

System Configurati on

The overall system o f IBM 360, PDP 9 and Atlas is sh<JWn in
Fig. 1.,
The IBM 36o-PDP g link orig:i,nally asynchronous at 600
link originally synchronous at 600 baud, with t he PDP 9 simula·:ting an IBM 1050.
A BSC connect ion ( Ref 1) at ZK l;/aud i s now .

being commissioned; with this connection the PDP 9 must simulate
an IBM 1130 to allow standard IBM 36o BATS a nd BTAM (Refo 2 and 3)
to b~ usedo
On the Atlas - PDP 9 LIN~ , the PDP 9 interface is
designed to look exactly lite an even track paper tape reader/punch
to the ATLA.So
By these means standard ATIAS software is used for
the link.
The link operates at up to 10K char/sec 1 and is limited
only by ATLAS softwareo
The exact configuration of the Rutherford Laboratory 360175
is shown in Figo 2.
We do not want to dwell on this hardware
excessively, _except to point out that substantial disc store is
available for storing files centrally, a nd that there are various
computers ~ttach~d to the IBM 36o operat ing on-line u
For this
reason, the addition of another remote sat ellite was a negligable
extra l oad on the system.
In addition the availabil ity of tho
large core store was idea l f or holding teleprocessing software ~
The PDP-9 configuration is shown i n Fi go 3,.
Original1y we
had an BK ijystem, but it was soon found that any use of high level
languages in the satellite immediately r equired, and a core extension
to 16K ,,ords; this was partly because of our desire to use the
manufacturers software whenever possible, which is rather lengthy.
A drum is required for on-line manipulation of its data.
The 340
display is a graphical one with fully interact:.v9 capability.

36o Softwar~
The RHEL IBM 360/75 is now running with M.FT:2,..
A diagram of
the present pa:r:tition structure of the machine i. s shown in Fig. 4~
While we are on-line a TP partition of 100K bytes is dedicated to
concerning the line; it would not be necessary to have so large
part iti on and it could be arranged that the partit ion was shared
by a number of remote computers .
At RHEL it was fou nd convenient
to have this sized partition for initial experiments.
A minimal
amount of work is done in that partition, but ten fixed data sets
are available with buffers i n the partitiono
The basic philosophy
is to send files to one or more of nine data sets and to then start
by remote job entry a job in the batch partition using some of
these nine data sets.
The tenth data set DS/0 is used as a
message data set, and it . is arranged that messages indicating tho
current state of the job a r e printed out in tha t p:;i,rti tion.
The
message processing program is kept as simple as possible, and an
attempt is made to keep that part ition alive at all timeso
As
much work as possible is done using catalogued procedure in the
36o, to minimize the complexity of data which has to be prepared
in . the satell ite, with corresponding risk at error.
The teleprocessing of the software up.ad in the 360 i s the
standard BTAM II BATS package supplied by IBM.
Thi s i s possible
because the PDP-9 is made to look exactly like an IBM 1050
terminal or IBM 1130 Computer.
We have e xpe r ienced serious
problems due partly . to incorrect write ups at BATS, particularly
in handling error conditions, under Releases 15, 16 sud 17.

- 5 The main mode of running is to use the message partition for
long periods of time building up file drum disk.
The completed
jobs are then put into the job queue where they are processed in
the normal batch processing mode and written to one of the fixed
data sets available in the TP partition.
In order not to tie up
the PDP-9 while waiting for a batch job to be processed, no messages
are passed automatically to the satelliteo
However the satellite
may query the messages data set at any time to interogate the status
of the system.
Simulation
It follows from the foregoing considerations that the transmission - handling software in the PDP-9 must simulate in the one
case the . transmission hardware and software of a 1130, and in tho
other the hardware of an Atlas paper reader or punch.
Consequently the conventional approach to handler design as
used in the standard DEC Advanced software (DECASS) is not applicable, and much of the work in software done by the INDRA group
has been directed towards ma.king adequate simul ations which satisfy
the remote computers and at the same time present a DECASS face to
the rest of the software in the PDP-9.
It is worth noting here
that we have deliberately used the DECASS Software as far as po ssib le
(perhaps f urther in· some cases), since it does greatly simplify the
programming and us e of the PDP-9.
A subsidiary, but important a im
has been to construct a system that is easy to use, i.e. one in
which the numerous procedural complications are well concealed well
from the operator.
Simulation presents certain problems,
For one thing, the
remote machines are not as passive and well-b~haved as ordinary
peripherals usually are; they have so to speak, a will of their
own, and do not necessarily act as expec ted or hoped.
For example,
if the 360 detects an apparent fail ure of a terminal it roa.y either
abort, without warning, the program associated with the terminal,
or start sending diagnostic sequences.
Again, if the Atlas i s
overloaded it may not accept input from a tape reader or send
output to a punch, perhaps for many minutes.
Another problem is that where the system being simulated is
either wholly or partly composed of hardware, i. t may be very difficult
to obtain an adequate specification of its operation, and equally
difficult to simulate it exactly, i.e. to ensure that the correct
sequences of bytes, especially control characte rs, a re transmitted
at the correct intervals of time in all cases.
This problem is
particularly acute when failure occurs, as it is bound to do for
one reason or another:
how is one to write a simulator for an
1130, for e xample, such that when it fails , it fails as an 1130
would?
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We do not claim to have complete answers to these problems,
indee~ it is probable that even if complete answers could be feuad, they
could not be fitted into 16K of core.
What we have attempted to
do is to build in as many _aµtomatic safety checks and recovery
procedure as possible, and if all else fails to have a means for
direct operator to operator coDD11unication.
We take the view,
however, that direct operator to operator communication should be
used only as a last resort.
For one thing, operators at the 36o
and Atlas installations are ve~y busy people who should not be
unnecessarily troubled by non-standard and extraneous occurrence••
Also it is to be hoped that, as indicated above, the software
developed by the INDRA group will be of use not only to those
of the group who know it intimately but also to the group as a
~hole ~nd t~ other UBers of the o~upl~rt sy9trm.

6.

PDPg Software on the Slow Link

There is no need to dwell at length here on the first system
of telecommunication established between the PDP-9 and the 36o.
A report on this system has been written [4].
In this system ah
assembly-language handler was used to handle the .details of communication, i.e. input/output iastructions (Ior) and the various
control characters sent or received, while .a .Fortran environment
dealt with file handling.
The system was originally implementod
on an 8K PDP-9 with no drum, .and it was found necessary to abandon
much of _th~ fortran Object Time System (OTS) on account of its bulk.
Varjous difficulties were encountered in developing the system•
into which it would be tedious to go, and the final version is by
no means as easy to use as could be wished.
Nevertheless it waa
a successful exercise in that it gave an operational system so~ner
than would otherwise have been possible, and the difficulty of
development indicated very clearly the need to make adequate
provision for both run-time and post-mortem diagnosis.
PD:?9 Software on The Fast Link
When the project started, equipment was not available to permit
operation at ~oo baud, which Was the reason for developing the
earlier system • .. As soon as this equipment became available, work
on the fast link was started, and at about the same time the PDP-9
was provided with an extra 8K of core and the dr um.
The telecommunications software consists of a set of special
purpoee programs used in conjunction with standard device handle~s.
(These last include DECASS-type handlers for the drum and the
display, developed at the lnstitute.)
The programs are described
briefly below.
1.
The executive program already mentioned is designed to
control ultimately all the operations listed previously.

- 7 This program provides the interface to the user by means of
teletype-input command strings having the typical f ormat:
<system code><fn><device><file name><ext><further parameters>
in which the system code serves, for example, to denote Atlas
or 360, the function is, for example, transmit or receive a
file, . the device, file name and extension define a PDP-9
peripheral, and a DECASS file (or family of related files),
and other parameters may include such items as a 36o data set
identifier, or a job name.
According to the command typed,
the executive calls some other program or sequence of programs
with appropriate parameters.
2.
A program used for internal file manipulation.
It can
transfer a file from store or any peripheral to store or any
peripheral, and change format (e.g. from ASCII to two-bytesin-a-word) or code (e. g. from ASCII to EBCDIC) on the way.

Jo

A driver program to interprets the command string from the
executive into a series of subroutine calls to the link handler
program so that the appropriate sequences of contro l syllables
are sent to the 360.
It also takes control dependent upon
the responses received from the 36o , handles the transfer of
byte strings between the link handler a nd the drum.
For
run-time diagnostic purposes it presents a running colllJl}entary
on the state of transmission by displaying brief, but noncryptic, messages on the display
0

4. The handler controls the link IOI's and interrupts and
deals .with all the details of transmission and reception.
It includes automatic retry facilities for use where errors
of transmission occur.
It also creates on DECtape a separate
monitor file for each run, putting into this a complete record
in correct time sequence of every call or exit, every syllable
sent or received, all the internal state transitions within
the handl~r, and an elapsed time indicator every .1 sec.
This data, although it sometimes accumulates more quickly
than the DECtape can absorb it, is invaluable for post-mortem
diagnosis ._
As already mentioned, one of the problems of simulation is how
to cope adequately with the unexpected.
The most critical program
from this point of view is probably the driver (30 above), since
this must determine what action the handler is to perform next.
Experiment s are in progress with a simple macro language for the
driver, used in conjunction with a load and go assembler, which will
permit the speedy composition of a relatvely high-level driver
program either on-line at the teletype or of f-l ine on paper tape,
and will allow this to be put into execution with the minimum delay.
When the probability of an unexpected occurrence is sufficiently low,
it will be a simple matter to produce a finalised driver program to
take the place of the successful experimental one.
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8.

Development Techni~ues
lt is clear that errors in the software of a small satellite
computer must not be allowed to cause s ystem failure in the main
computer , especially when this computer is in no sense dedicated
to the operation of the coupled system
As a matter of policy,
therefore, extensive off-line testing of all software is performed
before any attempt is made to run it on-line.
0

At 2000 baud, the data rate is one 8 -bit byte every 4 ms.
This is sufficiently near to the data rate of the paper tape
reader (one row every 3.3 ms or so) , to allow the use of the reader
instead of the link for test purposesa
Special data tapes are
prepared, containing the precise s equence of syllables expected
from the 360 in any given case (with or without deliberate errors,
according to the nature of the test), and the handle r is run an
off-line mode .
Essentially this involves little more than
selecting reader rather than link Iors, and controlling the
conditions in which the r eader is allowed to operate.
The handler
is the only program whose operation is affected by the choice of
on-line or off-line conditions; that the tests are likely to be
reasonably valid is suggested by the fact that only about~
instructions in nearly 800 are used only in on-line operation,
all the rest of the code . being common to both • . (It is perphaps
worth noting that about a third of the handler ' s length is
accounted for by the buil t-in monitoring arrangements.)
Although data rates in the system are not particularly
high, it is possible for up to six interrupts to occur simultaneously; since the PDP-9 is resistant re-entrant coding, it
is necessary for some s1,J.broutines to be run .with interrupts off,
particularly in the monitoring section of the handler).
Some
care is therefore necessary to ensure that no unusually long
delays can occur. at critical stages in the operation.

9~

Dis,;>lay Software
J;n order _to decouple the software in the 360, in as much
as possibl e from that of the PDP, most of the information
about the output is passed over _in the form, of alpha-numeric or
binary data, not in ths form of display files.
This . form of data
transfer has the additional advantage that it is much more concentrated; a factor of three or four over direct transfer of display
files
For this reason, a series of Fortran callabl e programs
were devel,oped for standard operations..
These define points,
lines and subpictures in a basic set, text . and graphs in a more
comprehensj ·re one.
This work is based on progra.ms developed
previously at Edinburgh University.
The program were originally
written in Fortran (cf Ref: 5) but the~ translated to run on the
PDP.
At tbis stage thEl programs are completely passive and it is
not possible to make graphical changes to the picture.
Further
developments to allow the extensions are o f course under way.
It is now possibl e to have very limited interactlon to the extent
0

- 9 of loading and deleting complete sub pictures, but no more.
Further discussion of the PDP software is given in Ref. 6. ·
10.

Conclusions
Since the INDRA system is still under development it is
clearly not yet _pq5.sible to ~omment on the overall efficiency of
the system.
Some general observations may however be made.

The technique of simulation of standard equipment appears to
offer an approach to the connection of any two computers, however
incompatible in size, speed, word length and system organisation,
and is probably the only approach where the operating system of one
of the computers cannot be modified.
It may even be a possibility
where both machines have immutable operating systems, although the
problems in this case might well be almos t insuperable.
The simulation must be as thorough-going as possible, and should have sufficient flexibility to be tolerant of small uncerta i nties in the specif :i.ca tiono
Where a small satellite is to be connected to a large
machine, t _lle onus is on the small machine to preserve system
integrity as far as possible, since system collapse is far more
serious and expensive, not to mention its unpopula ri ty, when it
occurs in a large computer than in a small orie.
Thorough system testing should be perfonned off-line in both
termi:r;ials before any attempt is made to run them together.
It is
difficult to synchronise two machines even when they are behaving
in what will be a predictable manner, and every difficult for the
operators at the two terminals to converse adequately by telephone,
especially when they are probably not fully conversant with each
other's systems ..
Comprehensive monitoring and diagnostic facilities should be
plann~d from the outset; it is troublesome to have to add them
later.
It is probably much easier to do this in the small satellite whe~e the software is likely to be mainly special-purpose •.
Large computers commonly have extensive built-in monito:ring, but
it is not n~cessarily suitable for or adaptable to a non-standard
application , and the us·er of a large machine is often so . completely
insulated by the operating system from any knowledge of what is
actually happening that he may be unable to get adequate information.
Care must, of course, be taken that the overheads introduced by
·
~onitoring do not upset the operation of the system, and here the
small-machine user is at a disadvantage because his system is more
easily stretched to the limit.
It has been found to be very difficult to have extensive multiprogr~mming between teleprocessing and applications programs in the.
small machine with the standard DEC software.
One of the requirements is a much more sophisticat~~_dynamic loade~ and executive for
linking tasks
It has been found very useful to incorporate the
display as an intrinsic part of the system.
It is used to give diagnostic information to the operator, and it may be used to inspect filQs.
0

- 10 For this purpose a set of software making the display look
just~ line printer - but with ability to move a window under
operator control thr9ugh a file has proved invaluable.
There is a common command structure, so that files may be sent
at wii1 from the PDP to either the large computers or to different
processing programs inside the PDP.
Any of the changes in job
control languages required to pel_'Illit the passing from one machine
to another is handled by appropriate routines in the PDP of which
the user need not be aware.
This common structure has eased the
use of the system.
Further extensions are being developed to make the whole system
much ijimpler to use, to provide interactive facilities between the
user and the display, and to provide greater simultaneity between
TP, construction of display files, and user interaction.
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